Year 4 Curriculum Information
Term 2
We hope that everyone had a restful break 
We are delighted to start our exciting new topic on The Romans! This follows on beautifully from
exploring The Celts.
English

Our English work will be related to our topic study, ‘The Romans’. We will be reading both nonfiction and fiction texts based first on the Romans. Our writing tasks are linked towards our topic
and include instructions on how to be a Roman gladiator, Roman myths, recount writing and a unit on
poetry.
Topic
Our topic for this term is ‘The Romans’. We will be studying the
Roman Empire and its impact on Britain, including the power of its
army, along with Roman technology, culture and beliefs. We will find
out how the army was organised, exploring the ways in which the
Romans entertained themselves and learning about the Roman
legacy.

Maths
As we move through the second half of the Autumn term, we will spend
more time on addition and subtraction making sure chidlren can add any 2
and 3 digit numbers, before moving onto 4 digit numbers.
We will also be studying length and perimeter, which will include equivalent
lengths (m and cm; mm and cm) and calculating with length, moving onto
perimeters.
A reminder: During Year 4, children will be participating in the multiplication test check (MTC).
This is an online statutory assessment to determine whether pupils are able to fluently recall their
multiplication tables up to 12, through a set of timed questions. Lots of preparation will take place
for this and we will also continue to work through the 99 Club. The MTC will take place in June.

Science
For Science this term, our topic is electricity! Children will be
taught to:


identify common appliances that run on electricity



construct a simple series electrical circuit, identifying and naming its basic parts, including cells,
wires, bulbs, switches and buzzers



identify whether or not a lamp will light in a simple series circuit, based on whether or not the
lamp is part of a complete loop with a battery



recognise that a switch opens and closes a circuit and associate this with whether or not a lamp
lights in a simple series circuit



recognise some common conductors and insulators, and associate metals with being good
conductors

Art
Within art, we will be using the skills of collage and investigating Roman mosaics, discovering where
they have been found and what they depicted.We will explore and discuss mosaics as an art form
brought to Britain by the Romans, looking particularly at borders and explore and develop different
border patterns to use for a large printed mosaic.
Children will know the significance of mosaics in Roman art and
generate a repeating mosaic style pattern of coloured squares on a
grid.
They will also design and make a Roman shield – materials form
home will be required for this. Please look out for an email in
due course.
Design and tehcnology
Chidlren will be designing, making nad evaulating thie rown torch design. They will
look at different styles and makes of torches and use these to deisng their own for
an intended audience. This will laso combine their understanding of sciencce and
circuits as the torch will need to be a working model.
P.E
PE takes place on a Monday and Tuesday.
We continue our swimming lessons at Hailsham Lagoon.
Children should come to school in their PE kit on Mondays and
Tuesdays, and stay in their kit for the rest of the day.
Children should also have a spare PE kit in school in case it is required.
ICT
For ICT this term, children will be building on their research and presentation skills.

Homework
Homework will be set every Friday online on “Google Classroom”. Your child will have their own login
for this.
We ask that the children complete times tables activities on Purple Mash once a week. Children also
have access to Times Table Rock Stars. This has proven to be very popular with the children and is
a great fun way to help prepare for the multiplication tables check.
Your child has their log ins for Purple Mash, Times Table Rock Stars and Bug Club. These are stuck
in the front of their Reading Record book for you to refer to. If any support is required for the
use of these programmes, please contact your child’s class teacher via email and we will endeavour
to help you.

We also encourage regular reading at home each week. Children will come home with their home school
reading book and a reading record. Please remind your child to bring these in on a Monday to be
checked by their teachers. Reading is an essential learning skill and we expect children to be reading
for at least 20 minutes each day / evening. Each time your child has read, please provide a small
comment so we know how they are reading at home. Thank you in advance for this! In school, the
children will choose a reading for pleasure book each week. Your child can access Bug Club to play
games and activities which will support their reading in class and at home. They will be allocated many
interactive texts which will also support their comprehension skills.

For spelling, we will be continuing to test the children weekly on the spellings below.
The children will be told which spellings to learn each week. They will be tested on a Monday.
Children will come home with a purple spelling book in which their spellings are recorded. Please
take time to practise these spelling with your child.
See the end of the letter for our spelling menu. This will give you lots of fun ways to help learn the
spellings given.
Week 1
Statutory
words and
common
errors

Week 2
in and im
prefix
(meaning
not)

Week 3
ir and mis prefix
(meaning not)

Week 4
ei, eigh, ey

Week 5
ing and ed

different
exercise
experiment
believe
decide
separate
question
height
minute
important

inactive
irresponsible
reins
clapping,
incorrect
irregular
vein
clapped,
invisible
illegal
height slipping,
incomplete
illegible
eight
slipped,
impossible
illusion
neighbour relaxing,
imperfect
irresistible
sleigh
relaxed,
immoral misunderstand weight behaving,
dislike
mistrust
obey
behaved,
disagree
misspell
they
saving,
disappear
misplace
grey
saved.

Week 6
er and en

Week 7
Statutory
words and
common
errors

fastener
special
beginner quarter
gardener straight
plaster strength
recorder though
awaken thought
chosen
through
wooden
should
harden
would
given
could

Growth Mindset
Our whole school learning power for the autumn term is Co-operation and our character that
represents that learning behaviour is the busy bee.

Co-operation
I can co-operate with others.
I can listen to other people’s ideas.
I can take turns.
I can work with different people in a positive, helpful way.

Learning behaviour in Year 4
Our motto is:
It’s ok if you don’t know
But it’s not ok if you don’t try!
Making mistakes help us learn and thoughts help us grow! Encourage your child’s Love of
Learning by getting them to explore their thought bubble ideas!
Remind your child that: “I can’t do it,” does not exist. Encourage them to think,
“I can’t do it…. Yet!”
Each week the children will be randomly paired up with a new learning partner. This helps to
develop the children’s relationships with their classmates and ensures that all children are
involved in whole class discussions.

CLASS RULES AND YEAR 4 LEARNING PARTNERS
The children in each class have agreed some class rules. This helps them to keep their
behaviour focused on ‘green’ (It’s good to be green!)
If the children have shown exceptional behaviour or effort in their work they may be
awarded ‘silver’ or ‘gold’. The children will be given a silver or gold sticker so you can
recognise this when they go home.
Also, each week two children from each of the year 4 classes will be chosen as a “Learning
Partner of the week” and they will receive a certificate linked to the learning power “being
engaged”.

We are very much looking forward to an exciting and hard-working year with your children.
Please do not hesitate to contact should you need to. We are here to support your child and
help in any way we can.

The three Year 4 teachers email addresses are below:
4hw@grovelands.e-sussex.sch.uk

Mrs Weller and Mrs Harbour

4ma@grovelands.e-sussex.sch.uk

Mr Andrews

4rm@grovelands.e-sussex.sch.uk

Mr McHugh

